
 

JULIAN EKSTRAND 
ekstrandtranslation@gmail.com | +44 7426 961278 

EDUCATION 
BA (Hons) English Language and Literature (equivalent of UK Upper 2:1)               Aug 2013 - Jan 2016 
Gothenburg University, Sweden 
 
WORK EXPERIENCE 
Expedia, London   Mar 2017 - present 
Translator 
- Translating and localising Expedia branded websites and associated content from English into Swedish; localising the user                

interface (UI) for all Expedia brands, mobile apps, mobile websites, hotel content, training material for internal users and                  
external clients, emails to customers and hoteliers, newsletters, marketing and merchandising material as well as social                
media content, such as subtitles for YouTube videos 

- Creating SEO-friendly and marketing-oriented articles to promote specific destinations; supporting the SEM teams in              
localising URL, keywords, key phrases for SEM campaigns; ensuring that company guidelines are followed to ensure tone,                 
style and voice of Expedia branded products 

- Working in conjunction with Quality Managers to improve the quality of Expedia websites; balancing and prioritising multiple                 
requests from various stakeholders across brands; following terminology, glossaries, reference materials and style guides 

- Building effective working relationships with colleagues as well as customers whilst simultaneously planning workloads to               
accommodate multiple rolling deadlines 

 
Ericsson, London              May 2016 – Mar 2017 
Listings Writer 
- Producing high quality translations (English to Swedish) and summarising synopses based on programme billings and press                

information; liaising with broadcasters and handling client enquiries politely and efficiently; ensuring a consistently high level                
of attention to details 

- Sourcing information from broadcasters, agencies or websites; entering channel schedules and programme information onto              
a database (Teleview) in accordance with house style and client-specific requirements; creating series links between related                
programmes to facilitate customer search functions 

- User-testing developments on the database, including writing suitable test cases; working with Technology to progress               
system developments, such as the electronic importation of schedules 

 
Testronic, London         Feb - May 2016 
Localisation QA Games Tester 
- Producing high quality translations (English to Swedish); proofreading localised texts in in-game menus and cinematics;               

writing in-game texts in accordance with game-specific house-styles 
- Entering any bugs, flaws and issues into a database; ensuring games are of industry standard before release by confirming                   

that no guideline-related localisation bug remains in the signed-off product 
- Working effectively in a team; communicating progress to colleagues and managing workload effectively; liaising within the                

team, ensuring that relevant bug and formatting information is communicated 
 
City of Gothenburg, Gothenburg         Jun - Sep 2015 
Care Assistant 
 
Platform 9¾, Kings Cross, London         May - Dec 2014 
Entertainer 
- Assisting with the day-to-day duties in the Harry Potter merchandise store, which also offers a photo service (visitors can get                    

their photo taken while running through the magical wall in the station) 
 
MyAcademy, Stockholm         Feb - May 2014 
Tutor 
- Helping children and young adults with their English and Math studies through Sweden's largest tutoring company 

 
SF bio, Stockholm         Jun - Sep 2013 
Cinema assistant 
 
Muji, Carnaby Street, London  Oct 2011 - Jul 2012 
Sales assistant 


